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We explore methods for drawing a graph of DNA sequences on a digital canvas such that
the Euclidean distances between sequences on the canvas suggest the distances between the
sequences as calculated from pairwise sequence alignment. We use data from three plant taxa,
the genus Castilleja as well as the families Caryophyllaceae and Cactaceae, to test our methods.
We discuss different possible measures of the cost of a drawing, and analyze heuristic approaches
to the problem including random assignment, greedy assignment, the iterated hill-climber, and
simulated annealing. We find that our hill-climbing method tends to return superior drawings.
Our simulated annealing method also returns drawings with low costs, but in much less time
than the hill-climbing method for large datasets.
1 Introduction
1.1 Why visualize DNA sequence similarity?
Today we are facing a huge influx of newly sequenced DNA available to the public for
analysis. This has been instrumental in many recent biological advances, from creating
flu vaccines to cloning sheep. One particularly fascinating application is the use of DNA
sequences to infer evolutionary histories of organisms, including how recently different
species diverged from a common ancestor.
These relationships are usually inferred by gathering DNA sequences for the groups in ques-
tion and determining the most likely chain of events that could give rise to the sequences,
creating a phylogeny. Then the phylogeny is displayed with a bifurcating phylogenetic
tree.
Phylogenetic trees provide useful information about relationships among sister groups, but
it would be valuable to have other strategies for portraying connections among sequences.
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For one thing, phylogenetic trees far from portray the whole story. True trees of life often
aren’t strictly bifurcating: events such as hybridization and horizontal gene transfer can
cause the true relationships to be more net-like. Also, finding alternate ways of portray-
ing connections among DNA sequences visually could encourage new perspectives on the
data.
There have been some studies that analyze population graphs of species and some that
attempt to portray individual DNA sequences visually [1, 2]. However, we have not found
any research attempting to graphically represent DNA sequence networks using the problem
construction we are investigating here. We will explore different ways of representing DNA
sequences on a canvas in a way that suggests relative differences among the DNA sequences.
With so much new information, new ways to process and understand it are important.
1.2 Data sets
We choose three plant groups to use as case studies. Plants often have more entangled
evolutionary histories than animals due to the rampancy of genome duplications and hy-
bridization between taxa.
Castilleja
As botanist Harold William Rickett put it, “The genus Castilleia1 is one of those that
make botanists wish they had embraced some easy branch of science such as theoretical
physics” [6]. It is in the Orobanchaceae family, which includes mostly herbaceous parasitic
plants. This family is the largest and most diverse of all parasitic angiosperms (flowering
plants), so understanding its phylogeny could throw light on which factors made it so
successful [3]. Also, because the evolutionary history of Castilleja is so convoluted we
may benefit from alternate methods of analysis to provide us with a clearer picture of
its ancestral relationships. We have 19 sequences in our Castilleja dataset. See [3] for a
phylogenetic tree.
Caryophyllales
This plant order accounts for 6% of angiosperm diversity, with about 11510 species across
34 families. This order originated between 67 and 121 million years ago, and contains
species that span all seven continents and all terrestrial ecosystems. The amazing diversity
of plants in this order makes it fascinating to study their phylogenetic history [7].
We chose two families from this plant order to include as datasets, Caryophyllaceae and
and Cactaceae. Caryophyllaceae contains mostly small herbaceous plants which have com-
plex morphological differences, making it difficult to determine the relationships between
1alternative spelling, genus names are italicized
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them [4]. We have 16 sequences in our Caryophyllaceae dataset. We also chose the cactus
family, which has between 1500 and 1800 species. Because many cacti need to survive under
similar environmental pressures they can end up displaying common features that may not
be related to shared genetic history [5]. We have 82 sequences in our cactus dataset. Both
of these groups have complicated phylogenetic histories, so visualizing their relationships
in a different way could help us understand them better. See [4] for a Caryophyllaceae
phylogenetic tree and [5] for a Cactaceae phylogenetic tree.
1.3 Method for comparing sequences
Now that we have our datasets we need some way of accessing their DNA sequences and
comparing them. There is a very large searchable database of DNA sequences on the
website of the National Center for Biotechnology Information [8]. We found a subset of
the exact sequences used to create the phylogenies in Figure 1 by searching their accession
numbers in this database (see Appendix 2 for accession numbers).
We need a method for calculating the difference between two DNA sequences, s1 and s2.
DNA sequences are made up of four nucleotide bases (bases for short), so they are denoted
as strings of the letters A, T, G, and C. Because we can have insertions and deletions,
we cannot simply line up two sequences and count the number of base differences. For
example, the minimum-cost alignment of ATGCAA and TGGATA is
A T G C A – A
– T G G A T A
where we insert gaps (symbolized by – here) to create an optimal alignment.
We can see that any alignment will pair bases of s1 up with bases of s2, although sometimes
a base will be paired with a gap (a gap can never be paired with another gap). Then to
find the cost of an alignment we can assign a value g as the gap penalty and a value σ as
the substitution penalty (we used g = 3 and σ = 2 to compare our sequences). Because
a substitution is more likely than an insertion or deletion, we will assume σ < g. Then
we will have some number of gaps paired with bases (such pairs cost g), some number of
bases paired with mismatched bases (such pairs cost σ) and some number of bases paired
with the same base (such pairs cost 0). Adding all these costs together yields the cost
of the alignment. For example, the alignment above has cost 2g + σ. For larger pairs of
sequences, the standard approach for finding an optimal alignment and its cost is to use
dynamic programming [9].




2.1 Formulation of the problem
We can represent DNA sequences as nodes in a weighted complete graph G. Let S be the
set of DNA sequences, let |S| = n, and let the elements of S be s1, . . . , sn. If si, sj ∈ S, let
the weight wij of the edge sisj be defined as the cost of an optimal alignment of the two
sequences, calculated as shown above (note that wij = wji).
(a) (b)
Figure 1: It is possible to place a sequence in any area that is white, and impossible to
place a sequence in any area that is black. (a) In the continuous version all placements on
the canvas are possible. (b) An example of the discrete case described above with l = 8.
Points
We have a square digital canvas that has height and width l. We will define the bottom
left corner of the canvas to be (0, 0) and the top right corner to be (l, l). Let P be the set
of possible point locations (points for short) on the canvas. These will be the places where
we can draw nodes representing sequences in S. For p ∈ P , let (px, py) specify the point’s
x- and y-coordinates on the canvas. Then we can define P continuously as
P = {(x, y) | 0 ≤ x ≤ l, 0 ≤ y ≤ l}
as shown in Figure 1a. However, it will be useful for us to consider discrete subsets of the
continuous case. For example, we can consider the case where
P = {(x, y) | 0 ≤ x ≤ l, 0 ≤ y ≤ l, x, y ∈ Z}
as shown in Figure 1b.
Drawing
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Let D be an injective mapping from S to P such that D(si) ∈ P , where D(si) denotes the




(D(si)x −D(sj)x)2 + (D(si)y −D(sj)y)2.
Our goal is to draw all the elements of S on the canvas such that the Euclidean distance
between D(si) and D(sj) ∈ P is in accordance with wij (up to scale). Preferably we would
find a drawing that could be scaled such that wij = dij for all si, sj ∈ S. This would be
called the ideal drawing I.
We know Euclidean distances satisfy the triangle inequality. One question immediately
comes to mind: do the weights?
Claim 1 Weights on G obey the triangle inequality.
Proof. Let si, sj , sk ∈ S. Then we can change wij nucleotides of sequence si to make it
identical to sj . We also know that we can make wjk changes to sj to make it identical to
sk. Therefore we can transform si into sj and then into sk in at most wij +wjk nucleotide
substitutions. Therefore wik ≤ wij + wjk, so weights on G obey the triangle inequality.
So we can see that the weights satisfy the triangle inequality. Does this mean that we will
be able to draw all of our graphs ideally?
Claim 2 An ideal placement does not always exist.





Using a substitution penalty of σ = 1 and a gap penalty of g = 2 we get the weight matrix:
W =

1 2 3 4
1 0 2 5 2
2 2 0 3 2
3 5 3 0 3
4 2 2 3 0
.
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Now, let’s position s1 at point (6, 3). We can then place the second sequence anywhere on
the circle of radius 2 around the origin (Figure 2a). Without loss of generality let’s place it
at (6, 5). Now we must place s3 and we have only one choice, (6, 8) (see Figure 2b). Now we
must place s4. As we can see in Figure 2c, the circles around the sequence placements with
radii corresponding to that sequence’s distance from s4 do not have a common intersection
point. Therefore there is no place to position s4 ideally, and therefore an ideal drawing
does not exist in this case.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: Trying to place sequences on the canvas to make an ideal drawing.
Now we can see that the problem is more complicated that it initially seemed. Our goal
is to find optimal (or close-to-optimal) drawings. Finding provably optimal drawings is
extremely difficult. Our focus instead is on developing heuristic methods that produce
close-to-optimal drawings.
2.2 The Quadratic Assignment Problem
This question is a variation on the quadratic assignment problem (QAP), a core problem
of combinatorial optimization that is NP hard. In this problem, there are n facilities and
n locations in which these facilities can be placed. We are then provided with informa-
tion about the distance between each pair of locations and the flow between each pair of
facilities. The idea is to place the facilities in locations to minimize the sum of distances
multiplied by their flows. The QAP has many applications ranging in field from sports,
to chemistry, to archaeology, and including everything from circuit wiring to typewriter
keyboard design [10].
In our problem we have sequences rather than facilities and points rather than locations.
Also, rather than flow between facilities we have weights due to nucleotide differences.
Therefore, whereas in the QAP a higher flow means the facilities should be closer together,
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in our problem a higher weight means the sequences should be further apart. Also, our
weights obey the triangle inequality, which isn’t guaranteed for flow. Additionally, we
allow more points than sequences (analogous to having more locations than facilities in the
QAP).
In 1998, it was impossible to solve the QAP to optimality within reasonable time limits
for cases larger than n = 20. This was at a time when much progress had been made
on other NP complete problems: the TSP could be solved with thousands of cities, and
the maximum clique problem could be solved on graphs with thousands of vertices and
millions of edges [10]. Even as recently as 2013 problems with n > 35 can’t be solved
within reasonable computational time, and even finding an approximate solution within
some constant factor of the optimal solution cannot be completed in polynomial time unless
P=NP. This holds true even when the values obey the triangle inequality. In fact, even
finding local optima is nontrivial [11].
Therefore, we need a different approach to solve our problem. We will use heuristic methods
to approach optimal solutions.
2.3 Point placement
Our problem involves deciding where to place points on the canvas. By limiting the size of
the possible point placements P (while always ensuring that |P | ≥ n) we limit our options,
making the problem more tractable.
This means that we must find some method of choosing the elements of P . Figure 1b
shows one method. We experimented with several others. Each exhibits different costs,
as well as different aesthetics (see Figure 4). For consistency we chose to use the same
point configuration for all of our images here. We chose the circle formation because it
avoids the possibility of edges running over points that they don’t connect, which can be
misleading.
2.4 Determining Cost
We want to find a drawing that approximates the ideal drawing. But what do we mean
by “approximates the ideal drawing”? How can we tell if one drawing is closer to the ideal
than another? To accomplish this we need some measure of the distance of a drawing from
the ideal, or the cost of a drawing.
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Figure 3: Several possible point placements, shown with both 16 and 100 nodes: random,
square grid, skew grid, circle, multiple circles, skew multiple circles.
2.4.1 Euclidean cost
One possible measure of cost calculates the difference between the Euclidean distance
between each pair of nodes on the canvas and the weight of each pair of nodes on the
complete graph.




|kdij − wij |
where k = max(wij)/
√
2l. Dividing the maximum weight on an edge of G by the maximum
distance between two points on the canvas gives us a scaling factor that makes distances
comparable to weights. We can also adapt this cost more specifically to various point
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|kdij − wij |.
This cost measure is attuned to even small changes in node placement. However, we may
be interested in getting general placement right, without concerning ourselves too much
with adjusting a specific placement. In that case we can try another method.
2.4.2 Ordering cost
A second possible measure of cost simply measures whether vertices are assigned positions
on the canvas close to sequences that they have many nucleotides in common with.
Let s ∈ S and let D be a drawing of S on the canvas. Then let ls = u1, u2, . . . , un such
that ui ∈ S, each element of S appears exactly once in ls, and ws,ui ≤ ws,ui+1 . Let
Ls = v1, v2, . . . , vn such that vi ∈ S, each element of S appears exactly once in Ls, and
dD(s),D(vi) ≤ dD(s),D(vi+1).
If ui is in ls, then ui must be in Ls. Let’s say ui is the entry vj in Ls. Then cs(i) =
|i− j|.










In this cost system, the exact coordinate or distance on the canvas isn’t important. A
placement with cost 0 would merely mean that for any given sequence, the point closest to
that sequence on the canvas would have the fewest number of nucleotide base differences
from the first sequence, the sequence the next farthest away would have second fewest




This cost is informed by the QAP formulation. Instead of measuring based on nucleotide
differences we can use nucleotide similarities. If this information is not readily available we
can approximate it by taking the average length of our sequences L. Then for si, sj ∈ S
the number of nucleotides in agreement between the two sequences, aij , is approximately
L− wij .





Minimizing this cost measure encourages sequences that have more similarities to be closer
together.
2.4.4 Cost choice
We report the same measure of cost for each image so that the costs can be directly
compared. We chose the ordering cost because we are interested in the relative rather than
absolute correct positioning. Also, the ordering cost yields the smallest values, so they are
somewhat easier to understand and compare.
2.5 Heuristic methods
Given an l × l canvas, to find the optimal placement we might first think to try every
combination of placing each s ∈ S at each point in P and comparing the costs. However,




If m = n = 13 there are already 6, 227, 020, 800 possible placements. We need a different
approach if we are to use sets S of nontrivial size.
Because we cannot feasibly analyze every possible drawing given nontrivial sets S and P ,
we need a method to help us decide which drawings to analyze to give us close-to-optimal
solutions. We turn to heuristic algorithms. Results of these methods are displayed in
Table 1 and Figures 6, 7, and 8.
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2.5.1 Random assignment
We can search indiscriminately through the space of drawings by choosing many random
drawings and recording the drawing with the lowest cost. One run of the random assign-
ment procedure consists of assigning each s ∈ S to a p ∈ P that has yet to be assigned to
a sequence, creating drawing D. We then save the cost of D. We perform some predeter-
mined number of runs r, each time calculating the cost and saving any D with a minimum
cost.
This method does not retain any information from one run to the next, so it is truly a blind
search. Assuming there is only one optimal solution, the chance of landing on it is
1−
(




This means that if n = |P | = 10 and r = 100000, there is only about a 2.72% chance of
obtaining the optimal solution (assuming there is one optimum). However, a benefit of this
method is that the program doesn’t get bogged down in any local optima.
2.5.2 Greedy assignment
The idea of this method is to assign one sequence at a time to its ‘best’ placement on the
canvas.
For one run we start by randomly choosing an order for the elements in S. Assume si is at
the ith place in this order. Then we randomly choose D(s1) from P . We can then calculate
the Euclidean cost of the single node placement of s2 at p for each p ∈ P that has not yet
been assigned a sequence. We then let D(s2) equal the p ∈ P for which the Euclidean cost
of the sequence was smallest (if there are multiple of these points, choose one randomly).
We repeat this procedure for the remaining sequences.
2.5.3 Iterated hill-climber
Hill-climbing algorithms search a neighborhood of solutions that are close to the current
solution in some way and find the most optimal solution in that neighborhood [12]. They
are iterative methods, so the process is repeated until a local optimum is found.
A 2-swap of si and sj is a switch from the current map D to a new map D
′ for which
D′(si) = D(sj) and D
′(sj) = D(si) for some si, sj ∈ S, and D′(sk) = D(sk) for all other
sk ∈ S.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4: Performing the greedy method for Caryophyllaceae. Green circles are points
that have been assigned sequences, light green circles are most recently assigned. Other
circles are possible point placements, with lighter meaning lower cost for the light green
circle being placed there. (a) Adding the first sequence randomly. (b) Adding the second
sequence. (c) Adding the sixth sequence. (d) Adding the tenth sequence.
Each run of the hill-climber starts with a random assignment of sequences to points. Then
for every si, sj ∈ S calculate the cost of the drawing resulting from the 2-swap of si and
sj . Next, we find the minimum of all of these costs and use that map for the next round.
We continue like this until there is no 2-swap that decreases the cost.
The iterated hill-climber is guaranteed to find a local optimum. However, the danger
lies in the possibility of getting stuck in local optima. Multiple runs starting with random
configurations helps avoid this. If the same number of runs are used for random assignment
and the iterated hill-climber, the the iterated hill-climber is guaranteed to find of solution
of greater than (or equal) optimality, because it only improves each run’s cost. However,
random assignment is much faster than the iterated hill-climber.
A 3-or-more swap could lead to finding a more optimal solution in the same number of
runs. Let’s define a 3-swap as a switch from the current map D to a new map D′ for
which D′(si) = D(sj), D
′(sj) = D(sk), and D
′(sk) = D(si) for some si, sj , sk ∈ S, and
D′(sl) = D(sl) for all other sl ∈ S. Then there are n(n−1)(n−2)/3 possible 3-swaps for a
graph with n nodes as opposed to n(n−1)/2 possible 2-swaps. Therefore, for n = 16 there
are 1120 possible 3-swaps and only 120 possible 2-swaps. We can see that a 3-swap method
would significantly increase the runtime, so we will pursue a different method.
2.5.4 Simulated annealing
We want to try some method that moves steadily towards optimality, but that still has
enough randomness to not get stuck in every local optimum. Simulated annealing is a
method that involves adding a new parameter called the temperature that changes the
probability of moving from one point of the search space to another [12].
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In the simulated annealing procedure, we choose some temperature T > 1, ratio q ∈ (0, 1),
and number of runs r. We start with a random drawing D. The cost of our current drawing
is cur. Then we perform a 2-swap and find the cost of D′, new. If new is the lowest cost
we have calculated so far we save new as opt and D′ as optD. If the new cost is less than
our current cost cur, we save it as cur and D′ becomes our current drawing. If not, we
choose a random b ∈ [0, 1). Then if
b < e(cur−new)/T
D′ still becomes our current drawing. Otherwise, we maintain D as our current draw-
ing.
Note that cur−new ≤ 0, because the new cost must be greater than or equal to the current
cost (otherwise we would have automatically accepted it).
After we’ve done this r times, we set T equal to qT and perform the procedure again. We
continue until T ≤ 1. Then we return optD.
We settled on T = 100 and q = 0.75 for our datasets because they resulted in drawings
of comparable cost to those generated by the hill-climbing method, but still allowed the
procedure to finish in a reasonable amount of time. Adjusting the initial value of T and
the value of q could yield better drawings, but could also take more time.
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Figure 5: Caryophyllaceae images: For all images the color of each edge is scaled with
sequence similarity, so the more yellow an edge is, the more similar the two sequences it
connects are; the more blue it is, the more different the sequences it connects are. In order
from left to right these are the images corresponding to the Caryophyllales results listed in
Table 1.
14
Figure 6: Castilleja images: In order from left to right these are the images corresponding
to the Castilleja results listed in Table 1.
15
Figure 7: Cactaceae images: Not all edges are shown in these drawings; only those with a
number of nucleotide differences less than or equal to the maximum number of differences
divided by 5. This is to avoid many edges being completely covered up. In order from left
to right these are the images corresponding to the Cactaceae results listed in Table 1.
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Conclusion
We have now tried several methods for creating drawings of sets of DNA sequences. The
question remains: which of the methods we have tried is best? The answer is not completely
straightforward. Although the hill-climber consistently generated drawings with the lowest
costs, we are also interested in differences in runtime that make some methods more feasible
than others. See Table 1 for a breakdown of our results (the images corresponding to each
of these results can be found in Figures 6, 7, and 8).
Dataset Result # Method Runs Cost Runtime (sec)
1 random 1 1256 0.414
2 random 10000 966 22.222
Caryophyllaceae 3 greedy 1 1004 0.363
4 greedy 10000 986 38.430
5 hill climbing 10 856 31.750
6 simulated annealing 1000 858 35.853
7 random 1 1958 0.547
8 random 10000 1522 32.106
Castilleja 9 greedy 1 2100 0.569
10 greedy 10000 1430 59.848
11 hill climbing 10 1164 78.945
12 simulated annealing 1000 1180 53.047
13 random 1 176386 11.903
14 random 10000 164250 1304.604
Cactaceae 15 greedy 1 134830 8.035
16 greedy 1000 170238 312.003
17 hill climbing 1 96476 39303.943
18 simulated annealing 1000 99678 2098.429
Table 1: Comparison of heuristic methods.
For results 3, 9, and 15 we didn’t use a random ordering: instead, we used the order the
sequences appeared on the phylogenetic tree.
For the small datasets, Caryophyllaceae and Castilleja, the greedy method in results 4
and 10 barely outperformed the random method in results 2 and 8, with slightly lower
costs that took about double the time. The hill-climbing and simulated annealing methods
performed best, both yielding comparable costs and runtimes. Tweaking the parameters
T and q, as well as the number of runs, for the simulated annealing method could yield
superior results within a reasonable amount of time. However, strictly from our results
here the hill climbing and simulated annealing approaches both seem viable for creating
images of small datasets. In both of these datasets the ranges of costs are relatively small,
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especially for Caryophyllaceae. The images in Figure 6 show little visual difference between
various methods.
For the large dataset, Cactaceae, the hill climbing and simulated annealing methods
also performed best, returning comparable costs. The hill climbing algorithm perform-
ing slightly better, but the methods exhibited vastly different runtimes. The hill climbing
algorithm took nearly 11 hours to perform a single run, whereas the simulated annealing
procedure was completed in less than 35 minutes. This drastic difference in runtimes cou-
pled with the relative similarity of costs suggests that simulated annealing is the preferred
method for finding drawings of larger datasets. The random and greedy approaches in
results 14 and 17 returned drawings with costs almost double those found in results 17 and
18. However, result 15 has a surprisingly low cost. It seems that for large datasets such as
this, if some information is known about the dataset a pre-designed ordering could yield a
drawing with a relatively low cost in a very short amount of time. Figure 8 shows a large
visual difference between images with low costs and high costs.
Future Directions
We can now create images where distances between sequence nodes approximate distances
between sequences, given a set of DNA sequences. It is important to note that these
images should not be used to infer relationships among taxa; phylogenetic trees represent
that information more accurately. We are representing different information: the degree of
similarity among these specific DNA sequences. This can provide us with information that
phylogenetic trees do not claim to provide, such as the relative difference between each
pair of sequences (rather than just the relationships between sister taxa).
So far our methods have only been tested on datasets with fewer than 100 sequences. We
would like to be able to draw larger sets of sequences. Drawing thousands of sequences at
a time would require modified methods to make the problem tractable, but the simulated
annealing approach seems promising. We could also combine multiple methods, such as
using greedy drawings to begin each run of the hill climber rather than random ones.
Additionally, now that full genome sequencing is possible, it could be valuable to use full
genomes, or at least multiple genes, as data for drawings. Also, comparing drawings of
different genes for the same set of taxa could provide interesting information about differing
gene histories. We would also like to explore more deeply what we can learn from these
images. What conclusions can we draw? Are there measures of similarity between different
drawings that can tell us something about the communities they come from?
We believe that this project can be appreciated both as a new variation on a classic
combinatorial optimization problem, and as a new method in the field of DNA sequence
analysis that could help shed some light on sequence relationships.
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– the gap symbol
C(D) the cost of drawing D
D an injective map from S to P (a drawing of S on the canvas)
D(si) the element of P that D maps si to
dij the Euclidean distance between D(si) and D(sj)
G the complete graph with sequences as nodes and wij as the weight on edge sisj
g the gap penalty (σ < g)




l side length of canvas
m |P |
n |S|
P the set of points on the canvas available for assignment
px for p ∈ P , this is the x coordinate of the position on the canvas
py for p ∈ P , this is the y coordinate of the position on the canvas
q the ratio for simulated annealing, q ∈ [0, 1)
r the number of runs for a heuristic method
S the set of DNA sequences
si an element of S
σ the substitution penalty (σ < g)
T the temperature for simulated annealing, T > 1
wij the cost of the alignment of si and sj
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Appendix 2: Sequence Accession Numbers
Search these numbers in BLAST to get the sequences [8].
Castilleja
AM233921, AM233922, AM233957, AM233926, AM234019, AM233969, AM233940, AM233945,
AM233938, AM233997, AM233951, AM233946, AM233937, AM233941, AM233939, AM233942,
AM233947, AM234032, AM233998
Caryophyllaceae
AY936267, AY936273, AY936259, AY936263, AY936241, AY936333, AY936279, AY936277,
AY936235, AY286529, AY936247, AY936252, AY936254, AY936253, L78088, AF210907
Cactaceae
AY015345.1, AY015346.1, AY015347.1, AY015348.1, AY015349.1, AY015350.1, AY015351.1,
AY015352.1, AY015353.1, AY015354.1, AY015355.1, AY015356.1, AY015357.1, AY015358.1,
AY015359.1, AY015360.1, AY015361.1, AY015362.1, AY015363.1, AY015364.1, AY015365.1,
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